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GridMaster® System at a Glance
The GridMaster® is a community of Intelligent Power 
Controllers (IPC) networked in a distributed architecture.   
The GridMaster® operates as a hive concept, where 
each IPC represents a specific piece or group of equipment. 
All of the IPCs are in constant peer-to-peer communication 
with each other. The combined computer processing 
capabilities enable complex optimization algorithms and 
provide intelligent load balancing and prioritized microgrid 
operations.

The distributed design and construction ensures all electrical 
demand is satisfied while maximizing efficiency and 
eliminating single points of failure. Ultimately, the 
GridMaster® is an economical and effective way to 
achieve maximum energy independence, providing:

 } Reduced energy costs
 } Reduced fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
 } Reduced maintenance
 } Optimal integration of renewable energy and energy 

storage assets

 } Best-in-class microgrid controls tested and field-proven at military 
& commercial sites

 } Industry-leading cybersecurity accredited by the US Department of 
Defense, exceeding Risk Management Framework (RMF) standards

 } Distributed peer-to-peer communications eliminate the single points 
of failure common in outdated master-slave designs

 } Redundant controls architecture provides unparalleled resiliency
 } Automatic, intelligent optimization of generation and load assets
 } Provides rapid re-integration of lost assets through self-healing 
 } Readily scalable to adapt to changing microgrid configurations
 } Automatic demand response using internal algorithms or external signal
 } Works with new and legacy power generation equipment 
 } Compatible with all common industrial communications protocols, 

including Modbus and CAN
 } Wired or wireless encrypted control communications
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GridMaster® Intelligent Power Controllers (IPCs) include a single-board
computer, software, cybersecurity features, and standard communications 
interface modules. Optional modules for advanced communication are available.  
For custom configurations, please contact the factory.

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER REQUIREMENT

 } INPUT: 9 TO 36 VDC (< 20 W)

SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS
 } 8 BITS / NO STOP / 1 PARITY

 } MINIMUM/MAXIMUM BAUD: 300 / 115200

ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS
 } IEEE 802.3 ETHERNET INTERFACE

 } 1000/100/10 BASE-T

 } IPV6 STANDARD; IPV4 COMPATIBLE

APPLIED SECURITY FRAMEWORKS
 } DOD 8500-SERIES FOR CYBERSECURITY 

AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK (RMF)

 } NIST 800-SERIES, CNSSI 1253, AND NISTIR

 } 7628 (SMART GRID CYBERSECURITY)

 } ANSI/ISA 62443 AND NERC CIP V5

 } DHS CYBER SECURITY EVALUATION  
TOOL (CSET)

CONTROL BOOT TIME
 } TYPICAL 30 S

 } MAXIMUM 120 S

FRONT PANEL INDICATORS
 } GREEN POWER LED ILLUMINATES WHEN ON

 } RECESSED POWER SWITCH

WEIGHT
 } BASE UNIT: 9.5 LB

 } COMMUNICATIONS MODULES: 0.21 LB EACH

MECHANICAL VIBRATION
 } VIBRATION: 24 TO 2000 HZ, ALL AXIS

 } SHOCK: CAPABLE OF SEISMIC ZONE 4 WHEN 
IN APPROVED ZONE 4 RATED ENCLOSURE

ENVIRONMENTAL
 } HUMIDITY: 95% NON-CONDENSING

 } OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -25°C TO 70°C

 } STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -40°C TO 85°C

 } PASSIVELY COOLED

 } ADEQUATE FOR OPERATION AT ALTITUDES 
OF UP TO 2,000 METERS (6,500 FEET)
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Accredited Cybersecurity Expertise
IPERC’s GridMaster® makes advanced microgrid cybersecurity cost-effective and practical. Built-in cybersecurity minimizes the up-front and long-term costs
of maintaining security, and removes the need for costly third-party cybersecurity solutions. 

Advantages of integral controls cybersecurity include:

 } A complete set of modern protections and countermeasures; no legacy weaknesses

 } Avoidance of conflicts between system functionality and security

 } Automatic quarantine of compromised components without disrupting the broader system

 } Simple and quick patch management and system restoration

GridMaster’s wide array of security features has been successfully validated & accredited by the 
US Department of Defense with formal Approval to Operate (ATO) issued at multiple sites.  
GridMaster’s defense-in-depth approach incorporates security features at every level, including:

 } Policies & Awareness

 } Physical Security

 } Perimeter Protection

 } Monitoring & Forensics

 } Encryption

 } Host-based Security

 } Access Control

 } Patching & Recovery




